Multijet cross sections at the LHC and Tevatron are sensitive to several distinct kinematic energy scales. When measuring the dijet invariant mass mjj between two signal jets produced in association with other jets or weak bosons, mjj will typically be much smaller than the total partonic centerof-mass energy Q, but larger than the individual jet masses m, such that there can be a hierarchy of scales m ≪ mjj ≪ Q. This situation arises in many new-physics analyses at the LHC, where the invariant mass between jets is used to gain access to the masses of new-physics particles in a decay chain. At present, the logarithms arising from such a hierarchy of kinematic scales can only be summed at the leading-logarithmic level provided by parton-shower programs. We construct an effective field theory, SCET+, which is an extension of soft-collinear effective theory that applies to this situation of hierarchical jets. It allows for a rigorous separation of different scales in a multiscale soft function and for a systematic resummation of logarithms of both mjj /Q and m/Q. As an explicit example, we consider the invariant mass spectrum of the two closest jets in e + e − → 3 jets. We also give the generalization to pp → N jets plus leptons relevant for the LHC.
I. INTRODUCTION
A detailed understanding of events with several hadronic jets in the final state is of central importance at the Large Hadron Collider (LHC) and the Tevatron. This is because the Standard Model and most of its extensions produce energetic partons in the underlying shortdistance processes, which appear as collimated jets of energetic hadrons in the detectors.
Multijet processes are inherently multiscale problems. For generic high-p T jets, there are at least three relevant energy scales present: the p T or total energy of a jet, which is of order the partonic center-of-mass energy Q of the collision, the invariant mass m of a jet, which is typically much smaller than Q, and Λ QCD , the scale of nonperturbative physics in the strong interaction. To separately treat the physics at these different energy scales one has to rely on factorization theorems. With a factorization theorem in hand, the long-distance physics sensitive to Λ QCD can be determined from experimental data, while short-distance contributions can be obtained through perturbative calculations.
For most multijet events, the jets will not be equally separated and they will not have equal energy. Instead there will be some hierarchy in the invariant masses between jets or the jet energies due to the soft and collinear enhancement of emissions in QCD. Depending on the measurement, the cuts imposed to enhance the sensitivity to physics beyond the Standard Model introduce sensitivity to these additional kinematic scales. For example, requiring a large p T for the leading signal jet(s) and a smaller p T for additional jets introduces sensitivity to a new kinematic scale, namely the p T of the subleading jet. Another example is the measurement of the dijet invariant mass of jets, which is used to identify new particles decaying to jets, a special case being the identification of boosted heavy particles by measuring the invariant mass of two subjets within a larger jet. As a final example, consider the CDF measurement of W + 2 jets [1] , which shows an excess in the invariant mass of the two jets around m jj ∼ 150 GeV. The excess is dominated by back-to-back jets, where the subleading jet is rather soft with p T ∼ 40 GeV, whereas the total invariant mass of the W jj system is of order Q ∼ 300 GeV. The challenges in this type of measurement are clear: the recent D0 measurement [2] finds no evidence for an excess. A precise theoretical understanding of multijet processes with multiple scales is clearly valuable.
Such configurations with multiple different kinematic scales present are not necessarily well described in fixedorder perturbation theory. The sensitivity to different scales can give rise to Sudakov double logarithms of the ratio of those scales, such as ln 2 (m jj /Q) or ln 2 (p T /m jj ), at each order in perturbation theory. If the scales are widely separated, the logarithmic terms become the dominant contribution and the convergence of fixed-order perturbation theory deteriorates. A well-behaved perturbative expansion that allows for reliable predictions is obtained by performing a resummation of the logarithmic terms to all orders in perturbation theory. At present, the resummation of such kinematic Sudakov logarithms in exclusive multijet processes can only be carried out at the leading-logarithmic level using parton-shower Monte Carlos.
In this paper, we consider exclusive jet production in the kinematical situation where all jets have comparable energy ∼ Q and two of the jets become close 1 , as On the left, the invariant masses between any two jets are comparable, sij = 2qi · qj ∼ Q 2 , and the only relevant scales are Q, m, and m 2 /Q. On the right, the dijet invariant mass between jets 1 and 2, t = 2q1 · q2, is parametrically smaller than that between any other pair of jets, so there are two more relevant scales, √ t and m 2 / √ t.
illustrated in Fig. 1 (b) for the case of three jets. We are interested in the dijet invariant mass m jj between the two close jets, which is much smaller than the other dijet invariant masses of order Q, but much larger than the invariant mass m of the individual jets, i.e., there is a hierarchy of scales m ≪ m jj ≪ Q. In this case, the cross section contains two types of logarithms, those related to the mass of the jets, ln 2 (m/Q), as well as kinematic logarithms ln 2 (m jj /Q). For m jj ∼ Q, all jets are well separated, as in Fig. 1(a) , and the jet-mass logarithms ln 2 (m/Q) in the exclusive jet cross section can be resummed [3] [4] [5] [6] [7] using soft-collinear effective theory (SCET) [8] [9] [10] [11] .
In this paper, we construct a new effective theory, SCET + , which is valid in the limit m ≪ m jj ≪ Q. The added complication in this case arises from the fact that one needs to separate the soft radiation within a given jet from the radiation between the two close jets, giving rise to two different scales. In regular SCET, both of these processes are described by the same soft function, which therefore contains multiple scales. Soft functions with multiple scales have been observed in SCET before, and it has been suggested that this requires one to "refactorize" the soft function into more fundamental pieces depending on only a single scale. This was first pointed out in Ref. [5] . Here we explicitly construct for the first time an effective theory that accomplishes a refactorization of the soft sector and separates different scales in a soft function. Using SCET + , we derive the factorization of multijet processes in the limit m ≪ m jj ≪ Q, where each function in the factorization theorem depends only on a single scale. The renormalization group evolution in SCET + then allows us to sum all large logarithms arising from this scale hierarchy, including those in the soft sector.
It is worthwhile to note that the multijet events we consider in this paper are part of a broader class of kinematic configurations that give rise to multiple disparate scales. The case we address here of small dijet invariant masses belongs to the class of configurations for which the kinematics of the final-state jets introduces additional kinematic scales. In our case this gives rise to large logarithms of ratios of dijet masses ln(m jj /Q). Other configurations which give rise to large kinematic logarithms, such as those with a hierarchy of jet p T s, may require a different effective-theory treatment, which we leave to future work. These kinematic logarithms are in contrast to so-called "nonglobal" observables [12] , which introduce additional scales by imposing parametrically different cuts in different phase space regions. This corresponds for example to a hierarchy between individual jet masses m i ≪ m j , giving rise to logarithms of the form ln(m i /m j ). The structure of such logarithms has been recently explored using SCET in Refs. [13, 14] .
In the next section, we explain the physical picture of the effective-theory setup. In Sec. III, we discuss the construction of SCET + , which requires a new mode with collinear-soft scaling to properly describe the soft radiation between the two close jets. As an explicit example of the application of SCET + , we consider the simplest case of e + e − → 3 jets, for which in Sec. IV we derive the factorized cross section in the limit m ≪ m jj ≪ Q, and in Sec. V we obtain all ingredients at next-to-leading order (NLO). In Sec. V, we also discuss the consistency of the factorized result in SCET + , and show how the usual 3-jet hard and soft functions in SCET are separately factorized into two pieces each. Readers not interested in the technical details of this example can skip over Secs. IV and V. In Sec. VI, we generalize our results to the case of pp → N jets plus leptons. In Sec. VII, we present numerical results for the dijet invariant mass spectrum for e + e − → 3 jets with all logarithms of m/Q and m jj /Q resummed at next-to-leading logarithmic (NLL) order. We conclude in Sec. VIII.
II. OVERVIEW OF THE EFFECTIVE FIELD THEORY SETUP
Effective field theories provide a natural way to systematically resum large logarithms of ratios of scales appearing in perturbation theory. This is achieved by integrating out the relevant degrees of freedom at each scale. The renormalization group evolution within the effective theory is then used to sum the logarithms between the different scales. SCET provides the appropriate effectivetheory framework to resum the logarithms arising from collinear and soft radiation in QCD.
For later convenience, for each jet we define a massless reference momentum
where E i and n i are the energy and direction of the ith jet, and q iT , η i , and n i⊥ = q iT /| q iT | are its transverse momentum, pseudorapidity, and transverse direction. The four-vector (1, n i ) is called n i .
Given two light-cone vectors n i and n j with n 2 i = n 2 j = 0, we decompose any four-vector into light-cone components
2)
The subscripts on ⊥ ij specify with respect to which lightcone directions the perpendicular components are defined. To simplify the notation we will mostly drop them, unless there are potential ambiguities. To discuss the scaling of a four-vector with respect to the n i direction, we use
wheren i stands for any other light-cone vector in a direction that is considered parametrically different from n i , i.e., parametrically n i ·n i ∼ 1. In terms of these light-cone coordinates we have
A. Equally Separated Jets
We first review the situation for equally separated jets, as depicted for three jets in Fig. 1(a) , where we show the relevant energy scales. Formally, this case is defined by considering the pairwise invariant masses between any two jets to be parametrically of the same typical size Q. In addition, the invariant masses of all jets are parametrically of the same typical size m. Hence, we have the scaling
where P i denotes the total four-momentum of the jets. For m much smaller than Q, we have the hierarchy of scales
The cross section contains logarithms scaling like ln(m 2 /Q 2 ). To resum these in the effective theory, one first matches QCD onto SCET at the hard scale Q; see Fig. 1(a) . In this step, one integrates out all degrees of freedom with virtualities > ∼ Q 2 . The relevant modes in SCET (technically SCET I ) below that scale are collinear and ultrasoft (usoft) modes. They have momentum scaling p c ∼ Q(λ 2 , 1, λ) , p us ∼ Q(λ 2 , λ 2 , λ 2 ) , λ = m Q .
(2.6) (The scaling for the collinear momentum p c here is understood to be defined with respect to its corresponding jet direction.) To see this, first note that to describe the collinear emissions within each jet we must have one set of collinear modes in each jet direction. Since the typical invariant mass of the jets is m 2 , the collinear modes must have virtuality ∼ Q 2 λ 2 = m 2 . Direct interactions between two collinear modes in different directions are not allowed, since they would produce modes with virtuality ∼ Q 2 , which have already been integrated out, i.e.,
Hence, interactions between collinear modes can only happen via usoft modes, which can couple to any collinear mode without changing its virtuality:
In the next step, one integrates out the collinear modes at the scale m, leaving only the soft theory with usoft modes of virtuality ∼ Q 2 λ 4 = m 4 /Q 2 . In each step one performs a power expansion in the ratio of the lower scale divided by the higher scale. In the first step m/Q = λ, and in the second step (m 2 /Q)/m = λ, so the expansion parameter is the same in both cases. By Lorentz invariance, in the end the expansion is actually in the ratio of the virtualities, i.e., in λ 2 . There will be no power corrections of O(λ). Using this effective theory, one can derive a factorization theorem for the cross section for pp → N jets, which has the schematic form [3, 5, 6, 15, 16] 
The hard matching coefficient C N describes the shortdistance partonic 2 → N process. It arises from integrating out the hard modes at the scale Q when matching full QCD to SCET. The beam functions B a,b and jet functions J i describe the collinear initial-state and final-state radiation, respectively, forming the jets around the ingoing and outgoing primary hard partons. They arise from integrating out the collinear modes at the intermediate jet scale m. The remaining matrix element in the soft theory yields the soft function S N . In general, C N is a vector in color space and S N is a matrix, while the beam and jet functions are diagonal in color.
Each function in Eq. (2.9) explicitly depends on the renormalization scale µ. This dependence cancels in the product and convolutions of all functions on the righthand side, since the cross section is µ independent. Since the different functions each only contain physics at a single energy scale, they can only contain logarithms of µ divided by that physical scale. In general, the logarithms appearing in the hard, jet, and soft function are of the form
(For the N -jet soft function this can be seen explicitly from the results in Ref. [7] .) Hence, since all s ij ∼ Q 2 and all m i ∼ m as in Eq. (2.4), there are no large logarithms when evaluating each function at its own natural scale,
Using the renormalization group evolution in the effective theory, each function can then be evolved from its own natural scale to the common arbitrary scale µ, which sums the logarithms in Eq. (2.10). Combining all functions evolved to µ as in Eq. (2.9) then sums all logarithms of the form ln(m 2 /Q 2 ) in the cross section.
B. Two Jets Close To Each Other
In the situation depicted in Fig. 1(b) , the invariant mass of two of the jets becomes parametrically smaller than all the other pairwise invariant masses between jets. In the following, we take the two jets that are close to each other to be jets 1 and 2 and use t ≡ s 12 to denote their invariant mass, and s ij to denote all other dijet invariant masses. We then have
In principle, the factorization theorem in Eq. (2.9) can still be applied in this case, since the invariant masses of all jets are still much smaller than any of the dijet invariant masses. However, the hard matching coefficient C N now depends on two parametrically different hard scales, √ t and Q, and from Eq. (2.10) it contains corresponding logarithms ln(µ 2 /Q 2 ) and ln(µ 2 /t). This means there is no single hard scale µ H that we can choose that would minimize all logarithms in the hard matching. In particular, choosing µ H = Q as before, there are now unresummed large logarithms ln(t/Q 2 ) in the hard matching coefficient.
Similarly, the soft function now depends on two parametrically different soft scales, m 2 / √ t and m 2 /Q, containing logarithms ln(µ 2 t/m 4 ) as well as ln(µ 2 Q 2 /m 4 i ). Hence, there is not a single soft scale µ S we can choose to minimize all logarithms in the soft function. Choosing µ S = m 2 /Q as before, there are still unresummed large logarithms ln(t/Q 2 ) in the soft function. In the soft function these naturally arise as ln n i ·n j .
To be able to resum the logarithms of ln(t/Q 2 ) we have to perform additional matching steps at each of the new intermediate scales √ t and m 2 / √ t, as shown in Fig. 1(b) . At the scale Q we match QCD onto SCET as before, integrating out hard modes of virtuality > ∼ Q 2 . This effective theory has collinear modes with virtuality t and corresponding soft modes,
(2.13) There is one set of collinear modes for each of the jets, except for the two close jets 1 and 2. The latter are described at the hard scale Q by a single set of collinear modes with virtuality t in a common direction n t . Since the total invariant mass between the two jets is t, such n tcollinear modes can freely exchange momentum between the two close jets without changing their virtuality. This matching corresponds to performing an expansion in λ t .
In the next step, at the scale √ t, we match SCET onto a new effective theory SCET + , integrating out all modes of virtuality t. Below this scale we now have separate collinear modes with virtuality m 2 for each jet, including jets 1 and 2,
Note that for the well-separated jets, this matching at √ t will have no effect, since we do not perform a measurement in those directions that is sensitive to this scale. This means the virtuality of their collinear modes is simply lowered from t to m 2 . On the other hand, for jets 1 and 2 we match a single n t collinear sector in SCET onto two independent n 1 collinear and n 2 collinear sectors in SCET + .
As before, the collinear modes cannot directly interact with each other. Interactions between the jets are possible via ultrasoft modes 15) which have virtuality Q 2 λ 4 = (m 2 /Q) 2 . In addition we can still have collinear modes in the n t direction which are soft enough to interact between jets 1 and 2 without changing the virtuality of the n 1 and n 2 collinear modes. These collinear-soft (csoft) modes have momentum scaling in the n t direction as
We will see explicitly in Sec. V D that these csoft modes are required to correctly reproduce the IR structure of QCD in this limit. Note also that the csoft modes are not allowed to couple to other collinear modes, since they would give them a virtuality
To derive the csoft scaling in Eq. (2.16), first note that in order for a soft gluon to separately interact with jet 1 or jet 2 it must be able to resolve the difference between the two directions n 1 and n 2 . Hence, its angle with respect to the directions n 1 or n 2 has to be of order of the separation between these two directions, so it must have the scaling
At the same time, for the contribution of p cs to the invariant mass of either jet 1 or jet 2 (or equivalently the virtuality of a n 1 or n 2 collinear mode) to be ∼ m 2 , its plus component must have the same size as a collinear plus component, i.e., 18) which implies the scaling in Eq. (2.16). Hence, the n t csoft modes can be thought of as the soft remnant of the original n t collinear modes in the SCET above the scale √ t. Note that the csoft degrees of freedom can resolve the two directions n 1 and n 2 dynamically, such that only a single csoft mode is required that couples to both of these collinear directions. We will continue to use the direction n t to label this mode in the rest of the paper.
The virtuality of the csoft modes is 19) which is the intermediate soft scale we already encountered. Hence, the main feature of SCET + is that its soft sector contains two separate degrees of freedom, a csoft mode with virtuality m 4 /t, and a usoft mode with virtuality m 4 /Q 2 . In the next step, we integrate out the collinear modes with virtuality m 2 at the scale m, leaving only the soft sector of SCET + [denoted by soft + in Fig. 1(b) ] consisting of csoft and usoft modes. Finally, at the csoft scale m 2 / √ t we integrate out the csoft modes, which leaves only the usoft modes.
In SCET + , the cross section for pp → N jets takes the schematic form
Here, each piece arises as the matching coefficient from one of the matching steps described above, and only depends on a single scale, allowing us to resum all large logarithms. In effect, the additional matching at √ t factorizes the original hard matching coefficient C N in Eq. (2.9) into two pieces, C N −1 and C + , each only depending on a single scale Q and √ t, which enables us to resum the logarithms ln(t/Q 2 ) present in the original hard matching. Similarly, the additional matching step at the scale m 2 / √ t effectively factorizes the original multiscale soft function S N in Eq. (2.9) into two separate pieces, S + and S N −1 , each only depending on a single soft scale, m 2 / √ t and m 2 /Q, respectively. This then enables us to sum all logarithms ln(t/Q 2 ) that were present in the original soft function.
Note that for the hard matching coefficient, the kinematic situation of t ≪ s ij has been addressed before [17] [18] [19] using a two-step matching procedure similar to our matching step at the scale √ t. It was shown through an explicit one-loop calculation that this matching separates the two scales Q 2 and t in the hard function from one another. In Appendix A we show that this holds to all orders in perturbation theory using reparametrization invariance (RPI) [20] of the effective theory. In these previous analyses, however, the soft sector of the theory below √ t was not fully considered (or assumed to be that of standard SCET). In this paper we give a complete description of the effective theory below the scale √ t including the appropriate soft sector, allowing us to accomplish a similar scale separation and resummation of the logarithms of t/Q 2 in the soft sector of the theory. We stress that the unresummed logarithms in the original C N and S N are equally large, so it is essential to be able to resum the logarithms in the soft sector.
III. CONSTRUCTION OF SCET+
In this section we construct SCET + , an effective theory containing the usual collinear and usoft modes as well as the new intermediate csoft mode. The modes and their scaling are summarized in Table I . We will show that the interactions between the three different types of modes can all be decoupled at the level of the Lagrangian by appropriate field redefinitions, similar to the BPS field redefinition to decouple collinear and usoft modes in regular SCET.
A. Review of Standard SCET
In SCET, the momentum of collinear particles in the n direction are separated into a large label momentump and a small residual momentum k,
The momentum components scale asn ·p ∼ Q,p ⊥ ∼ Qλ, and k ∼ Qλ 2 . The corresponding quark and gluon fields, ξ n,p (x) and A n,p (x), are multipole expanded with expansion parameter λ. They have fixed label momentum, and particles with different label momenta are described by different fields. Derivatives acting on the fields pick out the residual momentum dependence, i∂ µ ∼ k µ , while the large label momentum is obtained using the label momentum operator [10] 
When acting on several collinear fields, P µ n returns the sum of the label momenta of all n-collinear fields.
The interactions between collinear fields can only change the label momentum but not the collinear direction n, so it is convenient to define fields with only the direction n fixed,
The sum overp here excludes the zero-binp = 0. This avoids double-counting the usoft modes, which are described by separate usoft quark and gluon fields. When calculating matrix elements, we implement this by summing over allp and then subtracting the zero-bin contribution, which is obtained by taking the limitp → 0 [21] . The Lagrangian for a collinear quark in the n direction in SCET at leading order in λ is well known and given by [9] L n =ξ n in·D n + g n·A us + iD 4) where the collinear covariant derivatives are
The Wilson line W n in Eq. (3.4) is constructed out of n-collinear gluons. In momentum space, one has 6) where the label operator only acts inside the square brackets. W n sums up arbitrary emissions of n-collinear gluons from an n-collinear quark or gluon, which are O(1) in the power counting. The Lagrangian for usoft quarks and gluons is identical to the full QCD Lagrangian written in terms of usoft quark and gluon fields. It cannot contain any interactions with collinear modes, since the usoft fields do not have sufficient momentum to pair-produce collinear modes.
Because of the multipole expansion, at leading order in λ the only coupling to usoft gluons in the collinear Lagrangian, Eq. (3.4), is through n · A us . This coupling is removed by the BPS field redefinition [11] ,
where Y n is a usoft Wilson line in the direction n, 8) and P denotes path ordering along the integration path. Since W n (x) is localized with respect to the residual position x, we have
Therefore, using Eq. (3.7) in Eq. (3.4) together with
eliminates the dependence of L n on n·A us ,
(3.12)
Hence, after the field redefinition there are no more interactions between usoft and collinear fields at leading order in the power counting, and the redefined fields no longer transform under usoft gauge transformations. With more than one collinear sector, there are separate collinear Lagrangians for each sector, which decouple from each other and the usoft Lagrangian, L us . The total Lagrangian is then given by the sum 13) where the ellipses denote the terms that are of higher order in the power counting.
B. SCET+
To construct SCET + , we follow the same logic as in Sec. II B. To be concrete, we start from SCET with two collinear sectors along n 3 and n t that have been decoupled from the usoft sector, 14) and where the scaling of the momenta is set by λ t = √ t/Q. (Additional collinear sectors for other wellseparated jets are treated identically to n 3 .) Since the three sectors are all decoupled in SCET, we can discuss them independently. When matching onto SCET + , nothing happens for the n 3 -collinear and usoft modes, whose momentum scaling is simply lowered from λ t to λ = m/Q.
On the other hand, as explained in Sec. II B, when we lower the scaling from λ t to λ, the n t -collinear modes are separated into n 1 -collinear and n 2 -collinear modes, which cannot interact with each other any longer, plus a csoft mode in the n t direction, In SCET + the labels n t , n 1 , n 2 uniquely specify whether we are dealing with csoft or collinear modes, so we will mostly drop the explicit labels "cs" and "c".
Collinear-Soft Sector
The csoft modes are just a softer version of the n t collinear modes. Hence, they still have a label direction n t and are multipole expanded, i.e., their momentum is written in terms of a csoft label momentum and residual momentum,
with momentum scalinḡ 17) and an associated csoft label momentum operator,
The Lagrangians for csoft quarks and gluons are simply scaled down versions of the original n t collinear quark and gluon Lagrangians, L 19) where the csoft covariant derivatives are defined exactly as in Eq. (3.12) but in terms of csoft gluons. Note that the csoft modes are decoupled from the usoft modes, as indicated by the superscript (0), since they are obtained from the decoupled n t -collinear modes of regular SCET. The V 
Just like the W n in SCET, they sum up arbitrary emissions of n t -csoft gluons from an n t -csoft quark or gluon, which are O(1) in the power counting, and are required to ensure csoft gauge invariance. Similarly, the csoft gluon Lagrangian follows directly from the collinear gluon Lagrangian in SCET, and we just state the result here for completeness,
where
, c nt are ghost fields and α is a gauge fixing parameter.
As we will see below, csoft gluons can still couple to n 1 and n 2 collinear modes but only through their n 1 ·A nt and n 2 ·A nt components, respectively. From that point of view, they appear more like usoft gluons, hence the name csoft. However, their n 1 component is given by 22) and similarly for n 2 . The essential feature of the csoft scaling is that all three terms here contribute equally and must be kept. This is precisely the reason why despite being collinear modes the csoft modes are still able to couple to both n 1 and n 2 collinear modes. However, since the csoft modes are already multipole expanded with respect to the n t direction, n 1 ·A nt is not an independent component with its own power counting, but is just a short-hand notation for the combination in Eq. (3.22) . The same applies to n 2 ·A nt . It is important to properly implement the usoft zerobin subtraction for the csoft modes, which is necessary to avoid double counting the usoft region. The zero-bin limit of the csoft modes is defined by taking each lightcone component with respect to n t to have usoft scaling ∼ Qλ 2 . Hence, in the zero-bin limit, only the second term in Eq. (3.22) contributes, 23) while the other terms are suppressed by λ t . Note that csoft fields only couple to collinear fields whose direction are in the same csoft equivalence class as n t , as discussed above. For all other collinear fields, the interaction with a csoft field would increase the virtuality of the field such that these interactions are integrated out of the theory.
Collinear Sectors
We now turn to the n 1 and n 2 collinear modes. To be specific we will use n 1 ; the discussion is identical for n 2 . In the SCET above the scale √ t, n 1 and n t belong to the same equivalence class.
2 This means the leading-order Lagrangian for n 1 collinear quarks directly follows from expanding Eq. (3.11) in η,
where the collinear covariant derivatives, D
n1 , and Wilson line, W (0) n1 , are as defined in Eqs. (3.12) and (3.9) with n = n 1 . As anticipated, the csoft modes couple to the n 1 collinear modes via n 1 ·A (0) nt ∼ Qλ 2 . As in Eq. (3.22), all components of A nt contribute equally to this coupling. However, below the scale √ t, the n 1 collinear modes know nothing about the n t direction, so from their point of view the csoft modes behave just like ordinary soft modes with eikonal coupling in the n 1 direction. In particular, just as in standard SCET, we can remove the coupling between csoft and collinear modes from the Lagrangian by performing a field redefinition,
where the superscript (0, 0) indicates that the collinear fields are decoupled from both usoft and csoft interactions. Here, X
n1 is now a Wilson line in the n 1 direction built out of (usoft-decoupled) csoft gluons,
After the csoft field redefinition for n 1 and n 2 , there are no more interactions between any of the sectors. The above discussion is not affected by additional collinear sectors like n 3 . The Lagrangian of SCET + thus completely factorizes into independent collinear, csoft, and usoft sectors,
2 This can be understood formally using RPI [20] , which is a symmetry of the effective theory that restores Lorentz invariance of the full theory that was broken by choosing a fixed direction n µ i
for each collinear degree of freedom. One can show that n 1 , n 2 and nt can all be obtained from one another by an RPI transformation, see Ref. [22] for a detailed discussion.
C. Operators in SCET and SCET+
In this section we discuss how operators in SCET + are constructed from gauge-invariant building blocks. As an explicit example, we use e + e − → 3 jets with jets 1 and 2 getting close as in Fig. 1(b) since we will use it in Sec. IV. For simplicity, we assume here that jets 1, 2, and 3 are created by an outgoing quark, gluon, and antiquark, respectively, such that n 1 ≡ n q , n 2 ≡ n g , n 3 ≡ nq. The operators with the quark and antiquark interchanged simply follow from Hermitian conjugation. Note that the case where the quark and antiquark jets get close to each other is power suppressed, so there is no corresponding operator in SCET + at leading order in the power counting.
The allowed operators one can construct in SCET are constrained by local gauge invariance. It is well known that using the collinear Wilson line W n (x) one can construct gauge-invariant collinear quark and gluon fields 28) which are local with respect to soft interactions. Hence, we can use them to construct local collinear gaugeinvariant operators in SCET. For example, for widely separated jets as in Fig. 1(a) , we match the matrix element for e + e − → 3 jets in full QCD onto the operator
where for simplicity we neglect the Dirac structure. When matching QCD onto SCET in the situation with two close jets as in Fig. 1(b) , we first match onto the SCET operator for e + e − → 2 jets,
describing a quark and antiquark jet in the n t and n 3 directions. Under local usoft gauge transformations, the fields in different collinear sectors all transform in the same way, so O 2 and O 3 are also explicitly gauge invariant under usoft gauge transformations. After the field redefinition in Eq. (3.7), we obtain corresponding redefined fields χ n (x) and B (0)µ n⊥ (x) which are gauge invariant under both collinear and usoft gauge transformations. All usoft interactions are now described by usoft Wilson lines explicitly appearing in the operators, e.g.,
In SCET + we can use the same definitions as in Eq. (3.28) to define collinear fields that are gauge invariant under collinear gauge transformations. The n 1,2 collinear fields in addition transform under csoft gauge transformations, U nt (x),
As discussed in Sec. III B, only the n 1 and n 2 collinear fields couple to csoft gluons, thus the n 3 collinear fields do not transform under csoft gauge transformations. Therefore, to form gauge-invariant operators in SCET + we have to include factors of the csoft V nt Wilson lines. For example, after the usoft field redefinition in SCET, an n t collinear quark field in SCET is matched onto SCET + as
does not transform under n 1,2 collinear gauge transformations, the right-hand side is invariant under both n 1,2 collinear and n nt csoft gauge transformations. We can think of V 
where the different factors in square brackets do not interact with each other. Finally, we perform the csoft field redefinition in Eq. (3.25) to decouple the csoft fields from the n 1,2 collinear fields, which yields
Here, each factor in square brackets now belongs to a different sector in SCET + , and we have shown how the adjoint and fundamental color indices are contracted. Since the different sectors are now completely factorized, we will drop the superscripts (0) and (0, 0) in the following sections.
D. Alternative Construction of SCET+
When constructing SCET + in Sec. III B we started from the usoft-decoupled version of SCET, for which the csoft modes arise from the usoft-decoupled n t collinear sector in SCET. By simply lowering the scaling in the usoft sector from λ t to λ, we have implicitly used the fact that to be consistent and maintain the usoft decoupling one has to simultaneously lower the scaling of the usoft subtractions for the n t -collinear sector. This is the reason why the csoft modes arise as the csoft limit of the n t collinear modes. The advantage of this approach is that the matching onto SCET + really only happens within one collinear sector of SCET.
Alternatively, we can also be completely agnostic about the theory above the scale √ t, and simply write down the Lagrangians for all the modes in SCET + and use appropriate field redefinitions to decouple them. In the end, the matching calculation will ensure that SCET + reproduces the correct UV physics, while having the right degrees of freedom ensures that the IR physics of the theory above is reproduced. The latter can be checked explicitly by testing whether the IR divergences in the theory above are reproduced in SCET + .
This procedure should of course give the same final result. Since it is instructive to see how it does, we will briefly go through it here. The discussion for the n 2 collinear sector is again identical to that for n 1 , so we will ignore it. We start by writing down the Lagrangians for the collinear and csoft modes,
where the power counting in the multipole expansion restricts the possible interactions. Note that we have added collinear, c, and csoft, cs, labels here for clarity. For simplicity, we only write down the quark Lagrangians and drop the perpendicular pieces, indicated by the ellipses, which are not relevant for this discussion. Note that the csoft gluons, A cs nt , only couple to the n 1 (and n 2 ) collinear modes, while the usoft gluons, A us , couple to all collinear sectors as well as the csoft sector.
We first perform the usual usoft field redefinition in Eq. (3.7) on all three sectors,
(3.37)
As far as the coupling to usoft gluons is concerned, the csoft sector is just another collinear sector, so we get 38) where both the csoft and the n 3 collinear sectors are now decoupled from the usoft.
To decouple the n 1 collinear sectors, we have to eliminate the products of usoft Wilson lines in L (0) n1 . Using 39) it follows that
and therefore
Using Eq. (3.41) in Eq. (3.38), the n 1 collinear sector also decouples from the csoft one. We have now arrived at the same point as in Eq. (3.24). The remaining coupling of the (usoft-decoupled) csoft gluons to the n 1 collinear sector via n 1 ·A (0) nt is eliminated using the additional csoft field redefinition in Eq. (3.25) .
It is essential to perform the field redefinitions in this order. If we first perform a csoft field redefinition on n 1 , we would get a term
in L n1 , which cannot be eliminated anymore by a usoft field redefinition. The fact that we have to perform the usoft field redefinition first and that it requires us to expand in λ t , shows that this step is really linked to the SCET above the scale √ t, which has λ t as its expansion parameter.
In the previous section, we constructed a new effective theory, SCET + , which extends SCET with an additional mode that has csoft scaling. As a concrete example, in this section we apply SCET + to 3-jet production in e + e − collisions. We are interested in the kinematic configuration shown in Fig. 2 . We use N -jettiness [6] with N = 3 to define the exclusive 3-jet final state, where the individual 3-jettiness contributions T i of each jet determine the mass of the jets. We show how the factorization in SCET + works and how the logarithms of the scales Q, t, and T i are simultaneously resummed. We note that the applicability of SCET + is not limited to the class of N -jettiness observables. However, N -jettiness provides a convenient observable well suited for factorization because it is linear in momentum, does not depend on additional parameters (such as a jet radius R), and covers all of phase space (i.e., there is no out-of-jet region).
A. Definition of Observable and Power Counting

Observables
In terms of the lightlike jet reference momenta q µ i in Eq. (2.1), N -jettiness is defined as [6] 
The kinematic configuration of e + e − → 3 jets we consider. The boundaries of the jet regions determined by 3-jettiness are illustrated by the dashed lines. Note that the location of the boundaries depends only on the jet reference momenta qi.
where for convenience we defined the dimensionless reference vectorsq i . T N divides the phase space into N jet (or beam) regions, where a particle with momentum p k is in jet region i ifq i · p k <q j · p k for every j = i, i.e., the particle is closest toq i . The boundaries between the jet regions are illustrated by the dashed lines in Fig. 2 . The Q i in Eq. (4.1) are hard scales, such as the jet energies, p T , or the total invariant mass. Different choices of Q i give different reference vectorsq i , which lead to different choices of the distance measure used in dividing up the phase space into jet regions. The distance between two different jets is measured by the dimensionless quantitŷ
For Q i = E i , we have a geometric measure withq i ≡ n i , andŝ ij = 2n i · n j measures the angle between jets i and j. For Q i = Q, we have an invariant-mass measure and s ij = s ij /Q 2 is equivalent to the invariant mass between jets i and j. By usingq i andŝ ij we will keep our notation measure independent. (We will specify specific conditions on the used measure when necessary below.)
We can write T N as
where T i is the contribution to T N from the ith jet region, which is given by
Here, the function
imposes the phase space constraints for a particle with momentum p to lie in jet region i. Note that this constraint only depends on the jet reference momenta (in addition to p itself).
In the following, we will consider the cross section differential in each of the T i , as well as the minimum dijet invariant mass, t, and the jet energy fraction, z, defined as
where the observed jets are numbered such that t ≡ s 12 and E 1 < E 2 . Since experimentally we cannot determine the type of hard parton initiating a jet, we will sum over all relevant partonic channels in the end. For simplicity, we also integrate over the three angles which together with t and z describe the full 3-body phase space of the three jets. (Two angles determine the overall orientation of the final state with respect to the beam axis. The third angle can be taken as the azimuthal angle of the two close jets.)
Power Counting in SCET
We consider the regime where all jets have similar energies, such that Q i ∼ Q and z ∼ 1 − z, and take the distance between jets 1 and 2 to be parametrically smaller than each of their distance to jet 3, such that
corresponding to Eq. (2.12).
To define the power expansion in our two-step matching procedure we now have to specify some powercounting properties of the distance measure. In the following, we assume that we have chosen a measure such that the large components inq 1 andq 2 are equal up to power corrections, such thatŝ 13 =ŝ 23 + O(λ t ). This is always the case for a geometric measure, whereŝ ij are effectively angles. For the invariant-mass measure, this is satisfied if the energies of jets 1 and 2 are equal up to power corrections. For measures whereŝ 13 andŝ 23 differ by an amount of O(1), the factorization still goes through but will have a somewhat different structure from what we will find below, and we leave the discussion of this case to future work.
The power expansion of the SCET above the scale √ t in terms of λ t is defined by choosing a common reference vectorq t for jets 1 and 2 in the direction of n t , such that
(4.8)
The choice ofq t is constrained by label momentum conservation in SCET,
which upon squaring yieldŝ
The dijet invariant masses s 13 and s 23 in the SCET above √ t are thus given by
which we can also write as
In particular, for the geometric measure with Q i = E i , we have x = z. Note that by counting all Q i ∼ Q we in particular count Q 1,2 /Q 3 ∼ 1, which is necessary to have a consistent power expansion, such that
are all counted in the same way.
Power Counting in SCET+
To setup the power expansion in SCET + in λ (or equivalently η), we first note that the invariant mass of the ith jet is given by [7] 
and so the invariant mass is determined by T i . Hence, the condition m 2 ≪ s ij in Eq. (2.12), which requires the jet size to be small compared to the jet separation, corresponds to T i Q i ≪ s ij . The power-counting parameters λ 2 = m 2 /Q 2 and η 2 = m 2 /t are then determined by
Note that to keep the power expansion in λ t ∼ λ/η consistent, we still have to use the same vectorq t (or n t ) as in SCET to define the csoft modes in SCET + . This also applies when expanding the usoft measurement in λ t [see Eq. (4.21) below]. All quantities related to the hard jet kinematics that enter in the final factorized cross section are uniquely determined in terms of the observables t and z by the label momentum conservation of the collinear fields in SCET + ,
Recall that the large components of the collinear fields in SCET + are determined up to O(λ), which means we have to keep terms of O(λ t ) in Eq. (4.16). For example, for the geometric measure where we choose Q i = E i sô q i = n i , Eq. (4.16) leads to
The SCET factorization theorem for the cross section fully differential in the T i for equally separated jets was derived in Refs. [6, 7] . The derivation in SCET + follows the same logic, but we now have to take into account the presence of the new csoft modes.
We first separate T i for each i into its contributions from the collinear, csoft, and usoft sectors, 18) where the individual contribution from different sectors are defined by restricting the sum over particles k in Eq. (4.4) to a given sector. We will now determine the resulting measurement and phase space constraints for each sector. They are most easily obtained by expanding the full-theory measurement in Eq. (4.4) using the appropriate momentum scaling of each mode. For a collinear mode in sector j with momentum p and therefore 20) where P c i is the total momentum in the i-collinear sector, and (up to power corrections) s i is the total invariant mass in the i-collinear sector. Note that there are no phase space constraints from the jet boundaries in the collinear sectors, which leads to inclusive jet functions, J(s i ), in the factorization theorem.
The division of the full measurement for the soft degrees of freedom between the csoft and usoft sectors is more complicated and is illustrated in Fig. 3 in the θ-φ plane. In Fig. 3(a) we show the full measurement as determined byq 1,2,3 and Θ 1,2,3 . The three figures on the right show the various soft contributions which we will discuss next.
To determine T us 1 , we write the N -jettiness measure for jet 1 for a usoft mode with momentum p us in terms of the reference vectorsq 3 andq t , 22) where the boundaries are given by
These are illustrated in Fig. 3(b) . The hatching in regions 1 and 2 denotes the fact that T us 1,2 are defined in terms of the commonq t rather than their ownq 1 orq 2 .
Note that the standard 2-jet soft function depends on only two variables, whereas ours depends on three. However, the only information aboutq 1,2 that is retained in the usoft measurement is their collective direction, given byq t , and their relative orientation, given by φ t . In particular, the usoft measurement contains no information about the angle betweenq 1 andq 2 , or equivalentlyŝ t , at leading order in the power counting. This is in direct correspondence with the fact that the usoft modes only couple to the n 1 and n 2 collinear sectors through a common Wilson line in the n t direction. Physically, the usoft modes are not energetic enough to resolve the difference between the n 1 and n 2 directions. As a result, the usoft function will only be sensitive to the scale
which is consistent with our expectations from the physical picture as discussed in Sec. II B.
The n t csoft modes are by definition collinear with jets 1 and 2, so as with collinear modes their scaling implies that they are always closest to eitherq 1 orq 2 . Hence, only the boundary between jets 1 and 2 remains, so the csoft phase space constraints are and the csoft contributions to T i are given by
The csoft measurement is illustrated in Fig. 3(c) . We now have only two different measurements, T 1 and T 2 .
In regions 1 and 2 they are computed with their proper reference vectorsq 1 andq 2 , reproducing the correct measurement in Fig. 3 (a) for jets 1 and 2. At the same time, a different measurement is made in region 3, as indicated by the hatching. However, in region 3 the csoft modes are far away from n t , and so can only have usoft scaling there. Hence, the zero-bin subtraction of the csoft modes, which removes the double-counting with the usoft modes, will remove this region of phase space. Taking the usoft limit of Eq. (4.25) using Eqs. (4.21) and (4.23), we obtain the csoft zero-bin contribution 26) where the sum runs over all momenta in the csoft sector that actually have usoft scaling, and
The pictorial representation of this measurement is shown in Fig. 3(d) . As for the naive csoft, there are only two different measurements, but as indicated by the hatching in all regions the measurement is now performed with a different reference vector than the one used in the full 3-jettiness measurement. The complete csoft contribution is given by subtracting the zero-bin contributions in Eq. (4.26) from Eq. (4.25).
From Fig. 3 one can see how the total soft measurement in the full theory is reproduced by the combination of the usoft and csoft measurements. The zero-bin csoft measurement cancels both the csoft measurement in region 3 made with a different reference vector thanq 3 and the usoft measurements in regions 1 and 2 made with different reference vectors thanq 1 andq 2 . The remaining csoft contribution in regions 1 and 2 and usoft contribution in region 3 make up the correct measurement. To see this, consider the contribution of a generic soft gluon with momentum p to T 1 . Summing up all its contributions, we find 
We will see this cancellation again explicitly in our oneloop calculation below.
To formulate the measurement of T i at the operator level, we define momentum operators which pick out the total momentum of all particles in each region according to Eqs. (4.4), (4.20) , (4.22) , and (4.25):
The differential cross section in T 1 , T 2 , T 3 in SCET + is obtained from the forward scattering matrix element of the operator O + 3 in Eq. (3.35), 0|O
with the 3-jettiness measurement function
from Eq. (4.18) together with Eqs. (4.20) , (4.22) , (4.25) , and the momentum operators in Eq. (4.30), we can factorize the measurement function, 33) where the collinear, csoft, and usoft measurement functions are
This factorization of the measurement function together with the factorization of the operator O + 3 discussed in Sec. III C allows us to factorize Eq. (4.31) into separate collinear, csoft, and usoft matrix elements. This is the cornerstone in obtaining the factorization theorem for the differential cross section. The derivation of the final factorization formula now only requires one to properly deal with the phase space sums over label and residual momentum and to provide an operator definition of all components in the factorization theorem. The required steps in SCET + are straightforward and the same as in SCET, see Refs. [3, 15, 16, 23, 24] . The final factorized cross section, differential in the T i , t, and z is given by
Here, σ 0 = (4πα
is the tree-level cross section for e + e − → hadrons. Since jets initiated by different types of partons are not distinguished experimentally, we sum over the relevant partonic channels to produce the observed jets, which are labeled such that the minimum dijet invariant mass t is s 12 and E 1 < E 2 . The sum over partonic channels is denoted by the sum over κ ≡ {κ 1 , κ 2 , κ 3 }, which runs over the four partonic channels κ = {q, g,q}, {g, q,q}, {q, g, q} and {g,q, q}. For the first two channels, jets 1 and 2 effectively arise from a q → qg splitting, and for the last two from aq →qg splitting. For each splitting there are two channels, depending on whether the gluon or (anti)quark has the larger energy fraction. (The contribution where the quark and antiquark form the two jets with the smallest invariant mass does not enter in the sum because it is power suppressed.)
The hard function H 2 is the squared Wilson coefficient of O 2 from matching QCD onto SCET, and in our case is independent of κ. The hard function H 
The soft functions implicitly depend on the reference vectorsq i through the combinationsŝ Q andŝ t , respectively, which is suppressed in our notation. The definition for S 2 is given for n t and n 3 corresponding to a quark and antiquark, respectively, but S 2 itself is independent of κ, i.e., it is the same for q ↔q, which only switches Y ↔ Y † . The definition of S + is given for κ = {q, g,q} for which n 1 = n q , n 2 = g and n t corresponds to a quark. The definitions for the other channels follow from the obvious interchanges of the appropriate Wilson lines.
In 
are matrices in the color space of the external partons. In particular
In the following, we will have three external partons, qqg, for which the color space is still one-dimensional and the color matrices reduce to numbers,
A. Hard Functions
As discussed in Secs. II B and III C, for the jet configuration in Fig. 2 we are interested in, the matching onto the operator O + 3 proceeds in two steps. This allows the dependence on the two parametrically different scales, t = s 12 ≪ s 13 ∼ s 23 ∼ Q 2 to be separated. In the first step we match at the hard scale Q from QCD onto SCET as shown in Fig. 1(b) . In our case we match the QCD current,ψγ µ ψ, onto the SCET two-jet operator, O 2 =χ nt γ µ ⊥ χ nq , by computing and comparing thematrix elements in both theories,
Here, O 2 (µ) denotes the MS renormalized operator. This matching is well-known (see, e.g., Ref.
[3] for a detailed discussion) and was first performed at one loop in Refs. [25, 26] . The resulting matching coefficient is 4) and satisfies the RGE
The one-loop anomalous dimension is given by
The hard function H 2 (Q 2 , µ) in Eq. (4.35) and its anomalous dimension are given by
We then run down to the scale √ t, and match from O 2 in SCET to the O + 3 operator in SCET + , as shown in Fig. 1(b) . In principle, this matching is computed in an analogous way by calculating the relevant 3-parton matrix elements in both theories (suppressing any spin indices),
The full one-loop calculation for the matrix element of O 2 is quite involved. However, we can extract the one-loop result for the hard function H κ + , given by
using the known one-loop result for e + e − → 3 jets from Ref. [27] . Since the operator matching Eq. (5.3) is independent of the final state, it follows that
In pure dimensional regularization, the virtual one-loop corrections to the bare O + 3 matrix element are scaleless and vanish. Hence, the renormalized matrix element of O + 3 (µ) on the right-hand side is given by the tree-level result plus the counter-term contribution, which effectively supplies the proper 1/ǫ divergences to cancel the IR divergences in the left-hand side matrix element. The remaining finite terms then determine the one-loop corrections to H κ + (µ). For κ = {q, g,q}, we take t = s qg , s 13 = s, s 23 = sq g . Expanding the one-loop virtual corrections for |M QCD (0 → qqg)| 2 from Ref. [27] in the limit t ≪ Q 2 with s= xQ 2 and sq g = (1 − x)Q 2 [see Eq. (4.12)], and combining them with the one-loop corrections to H 2 (Q 2 , µ), we find 3 Since we are only interested in the cross section integrated over angles, we can consider the spin-averaged matrix element, which removes the dependence on the azimuthal angle in the q → qg splitting. Including this dependence requires to explicitly take into account the spin structure of O
The overall factor of Q 2 here is included to make H + dimensionless. Note that at tree level H + takes the form of the common q → qg splitting function. As discussed below Eq. (6.18), beyond tree level it is related to universal splitting amplitudes (which are not the same as splitting functions). The results for the other partonic channels are given by
They follow from the fact that |M QCD (0 → qqg)| 2 is symmetric under the interchange q ↔q.
The hard function H + satisfies the RGE
At one loop we find for κ = {q, g,q} using Eq. (5.11)
where β 0 = (11C A −4T F n f )/3. For general κ, the anomalous dimension can be written as
Its all-order structure is derived from consistency in Sec. V D.
B. Jet Functions
The jet functions are given by the matrix elements of collinear fields, and are the standard inclusive jet functions as in many other SCET applications. We give the one-loop renormalized jet function in MS for completeness [28] [29] [30] [31] 
The jet functions satisfy the RGE 18) with the anomalous dimensions 19) where Γ cusp [α s ] is the universal cusp anomalous dimension [32] given in Eq. (C8), and the noncusp terms are given in Eq. (C13).
C. Soft Functions
The usoft and csoft functions describe the contributions to the observable from particles softer than the jet energies. Unlike collinear modes which contribute to only a single jet, the soft modes can contribute to all jets. This means that these modes are sensitive to the invariant masses s ij between jets. The csoft modes, while having smaller energy than the collinear modes, have collinear scaling and are needed to describe the soft interactions between the nearby pair of jets, because the usoft modes have too small energy to resolve these two jets. The results for the soft functions can be written for general κ, i.e., without having to specify a particular channel, since the dependence on the parton species solely arises through the SU(3) color representations of the Wilson lines.
The Ultra-Soft Function S2
The operator definition of the usoft function S 2 is given in Eq. compute is
For the color factor we have used that with respect to the external 3-parton color space, the total color charge carried by the n t Wilson line is T 1 +T 2 , i.e. the combined color of partons 1 and 2.
The usoft region for jets 1 and 2 is determined by Eq. (4.23), where the boundary between jet 3 and jets 1 and 2 depends only onq t andq 3 . The division of the combined n t region between jets 1 and 2 is given by the additional θ[± cos φ t (p)], whose only effect is to divide the azimuthal integral in half. In d = 4 − 2ǫ dimensions one gets
Hence, the n t hemisphere contribution is split in half between jets 1 and 2.
The final result for the renormalized usoft function at NLO is 22) which is simply the sum of two hemisphere contributions. We can see explicitly that S 2 depends only on the scale
where the anomalous dimension at one loop is given by
The Collinear-Soft Function S+
The definition of the csoft function S + in terms of a matrix element of Wilson lines is given in Eq. (4.36), with the measurement function given in Eq. (4.34). The calculation for S + is more nontrivial due to additional csoft Wilson lines V nt , and we therefore provide some more details.
There are two basic types of diagrams at one loop, shown in Fig. 4 . In the diagrams shown in Figs. 4(a) and  4(b) , a gluon is exchanged between the X Wilson lines in the n 1 and n 2 directions, which corresponds to a csoft gluon exchanged between the nearby jets. These diagrams are the same as in a usual soft-function calculation. The analogous virtual diagrams vanish in pure dimensional regularization, and the diagrams with the gluon attaching to the same Wilson line vanish due to n 2 = 0. The diagrams do not require a zero-bin subtraction, and their contribution to the one-loop renormalized csoft function is the usual hemisphere contribution
Similarly, the contribution to the anomalous dimension from this diagram is the hemisphere contribution,
The second type of diagram comes from exchange of a gluon between the V and X Wilson lines, as shown in Figs. 4(c) and 4(d). These diagrams have a nontrivial usoft limit, which means we must perform a zero-bin subtraction to remove double counting. As discussed in Sec. III, the zero-bin limit is obtained by expanding n 1 in terms of n t , with the zero-bin measurement obtained from Eq. (4.26). We focus on gluon exchange between V nt and X n1 ; the results for changing n 1 → n 2 are analogous. Subtracting the zero-bin contribution from the naive part of the diagram yields
Here, T 1 is the color charge carried by X n1 . Since S + is diagonal in color, the color charge carried by V nt is −T 1 − T 2 = T 3 . The result for Eq. (5.27) can be extracted using the results of Ref. [7] in the limitŝ t ≪ŝ Q . We split up the phase space for the naive and zero-bin csoft contribution into regionsq 3 · p >q 1 · p andq 3 · p <q 1 · p, where in the latter region the naive and zero-bin contributions cancel. In the regionq 3 · p >q 1 · p the naive csoft contribution is given by the sum of the hemisphere and nonhemisphere contributions S
13,hemi + S
13,2 of Ref. [7] expanded in the limitŝ t ≪ŝ Q . It is straightforward to calculate the zero-bin contribution in Eq. (5.27) forq 3 · p >q 1 · p. Taking the difference between these terms gives the total contribution to the renormalized one-loop S + function from V nt and X n1 exchange
The corresponding contribution to the anomalous dimension is
where ξ is a dimension-one dummy variable which is only needed to make the argument of L 0 dimensionless, but cancels between the two terms. The analogous contribution with a gluon exchanged between V nt and the n 2 Wilson line is the same with the replacement 1 ↔ 2. Combining everything, the final result for the one-loop renormalized S + function becomes
We can see explicitly that S + depends only on the scales k i / √ŝ t . The RGE for S + has the form
where the one-loop anomalous dimension is given by
Soft Functions with Single Argument
For our numerical analysis in Sec. VII we project the soft functions onto the sum of their arguments,
From Eqs. (5.22) and (5.30), we obtain their NLO expressions,
Note that this projection removes the dependence on (T 1 − T 2 ) · T 3 , which makes S + (k, µ) independent of κ. The single-argument soft functions satisfy the RGE
where the anomalous dimensions after projecting onto k simplify to
D. All-Order Anomalous Dimensions
In this section we discuss the consistency constraints on our factorized cross section in Eq. (4.35). This allows us to derive the general form of the anomalous dimensions for the SCET + matching coefficient, C + , and csoft function, S + , which are the new ingredients in the factorization from SCET + . In particular, we demonstrate that the convolution of the csoft and usoft functions at one loop reproduces the known result for the 3-jettiness soft function in regular SCET in the limit s 12 ≪ s 13 ∼ s 23 . This demonstrates that the csoft modes are necessary for SCET + to reproduce the correct IR structure of QCD in this limit. We then show that the factorized cross section obeys exact renormalization group consistency.
Hard-Function Consistency and Derivation of γC +
The factorized 3-jettiness cross section in SCET is given by [7] dσ dT 1 dT 2 dT 3 dt dz
Here, all dijet invariant masses are counted as s ij ∼ Q 2 . This means that the hard function, H κ 3 , is evaluated at their exact values given in terms of t and z, In SCET, all loop diagrams contributing to the bare matrix element of qgq|O 3 |0 vanish in pure dimensional regularization, and consequently the 3-jet hard function in SCET, H 3 ({s ij }, µ), is directly given by the IR finite terms of the full QCD amplitude |M QCD (0 → qqg)| 2 . Comparing with Eq. (5.10), it follows that the hard functions in SCET and SCET + to all orders in perturbation theory have to satisfy (t, x, µ) in Eq. (5.11). The above argument also applies directly to the Wilson coefficients before squaring them, so
(5.41) Taking the derivative with respect to µ, it follows that
42) The general all-order forms of the anomalous dimensions γ C2 and γ κ C3 are [25, 33, 34] 43) where the individual quark and gluon contributions in the noncusp terms are given in Eq. (C14). Compared to Eq. (5.6) we have identified the color structure in γ C2 as
Here T t denotes the combined color charge of the quark or antiquark that splits into partons 1 and 2, and T t ·T 3 is evaluated in the corresponding 2-partoncolor space, i.e., T q · Tq|= −C F . In the second step, we wrote the same total color charge using the individual color charges of the daughter partons 1 and 2, which are now evaluated with respect to the 3-parton qqg color space. Explicitly, using Eq. (5.2) we have ( 
Soft-Function Consistency and Derivation of γS +
In Secs. II and III we have seen that SCET + arises from expanding SCET in the limit t ≪ Q. It follows that the SCET + 3-jet cross section in Eq. (4.35) has to reproduce the 3-jet cross section Eq. (5.37) computed in SCET when the latter is expanded in the limit s 12 ≪ s 13 ∼ s 23 ,
(This is exactly analogous to the statement that the SCET cross section must reproduce the QCD cross section expanded in the limit m ≪ Q.) As we have seen above, the product of hard functions in SCET + reproduces the full SCET hard function, and the jet functions are the same in both cases. Hence, for the cross sections to satisfy Eq. (5.46), the soft functions have to satisfy
For the soft functions the limit s 12 ≪ s 13 ∼ s 23 is taken using Eq. (4.8) by settingŝ t =ŝ 12 ,ŝ 13 =ŝ 23 =ŝ Q and expanding inŝ t ≪ŝ Q . The fact that the hard and soft functions separately factorize in the limit t ≪ Q as in Eqs. (5.41) and (5.47) is a direct consequence of factorization in SCET and SCET + . Since the soft sectors in both theories are decoupled from the collinear sectors, the soft sector of SCET + has to reproduce the soft sector of SCET expanded in t ≪ Q. Since the factorization applies also in the kinematic region where the soft functions become nonperturbative, the relation in Eq. (5.47) between the soft functions in the two theories holds both at the perturbative and also the nonperturbative level.
We can check explicitly that Eq. (5.47) is satisfied by our one-loop results. Since SCET correctly reproduces the IR structure of QCD, this also provides an explicit demonstration at the one-loop level that the csoft modes are necessary to reproduce the IR structure of QCD in the limit m ≪ t ≪ Q, and thus that SCET + is the appropriate effective theory of QCD in this limit.
The full N -jettiness soft function at NLO has been calculated explicitly in Ref. [7] , where the final result is given in terms of a single integral, which can be evaluated numerically. In Ref. [35] a general algorithm was developed to calculate a wide class of soft functions with an arbitrary number of collinear directions numerically. In the limitŝ t ≪ŝ Q , the required integrals for S κ 3 in Ref. [7] can be obtained analytically, and we find
Here, the first three terms proportional to T i · T j are the hemisphere contributions, which contain the explicit µ dependence. The last two terms come from the nonhemisphere contributions, where the dummy variable ξ again cancels between the two terms and is only needed to make the argument of L 0 dimensionless. As a cross check, we have compared this result with the numerical result obtained using Ref. [35] , and the two agree in the limit s t ≪ŝ 13 =ŝ 23 =ŝ Q . As expected, this soft function depends on bothŝ t andŝ Q , and there is no choice of renormalization scale for which the logarithms ofŝ t /ŝ Q are absent. Since the soft functions at tree level are all just δ functions, Eq. (5.47) simplifies at one loop to 
where we used the rescaling identity 
The all-order structure of the anomalous dimension of the N -jettiness soft function was derived in Ref. [7] . For γ κ S3
in this limit we have
To deduce the all-order structure for γ S2 , we first note that upon projecting 54) it reduces to the normal 2-jettiness soft function. Therefore, we know that to all orders
From its definition, we know that the full S 2 (k 1 , k 2 , k 3 ) is symmetric in k 1 and k 2 , and since the distinction between k 1 and k 2 only comes from the measurement function, this symmetry cannot be changed by the renormalization and the anomalous dimension must therefore also be symmetric in k 1 and k 2 . Furthermore, from Eq. (5.52) we know that the dependence on k 3 must exactly cancel between γ S2 and γ κ S3 . The most general form of γ S2 that satisfies these requirements, Eq. (5.55), and is only single-logarithmic in µ is
The noncusp terms in Eqs. (5.53) and (5.56) are 
which again agrees with our explicit one-loop result in Eq. (5.32). The part of the anomalous dimension of S + which does not explicitly depend on µ has a more complicated structure than for S 2 and S 3 . It has a nontrivial color structure and dependence on the kinematic variables k 1 and k 2 , which effectively behaves as ln(k 1 /k 2 ). The coefficient of that dependence is however still determined by Γ cusp . This is the soft analog of what we saw for the anomalous dimension of C + in Eq. (5.45), which contains terms like ln(s 13 /Q 2 ) = ln(x) and ln(s 23 /Q
2 ) = ln(1 − x).
Combined Consistency of Factorized Cross Section
As we have seen above, the sum of the hard and soft anomalous dimensions in SCET + each reproduce the hard and soft anomalous dimension γ C2 and γ S3 in SCET in the limit s 12 ≪ s 13 ∼ s 23 . The full cross section in Eq. (4.35) is a physical observable and cannot depend on the arbitrary renormalization scale µ. This implies that the anomalous dimensions must satisfy the consistency relation
which is derived by taking the derivative of Eq. (4.35) with respect to µ, and following the same steps as in Ref. [7] to derive the analogous relation for the cross section in SCET given in Eq. (5.37).
Since the SCET cross section satisfies the RGE consistency, we already know that Eq. (5.59) must be satisfied as well. Nevertheless it is an instructive and straightforward exercise to show that Eq. (5.59) is indeed satisfied to all orders by the results for the anomalous dimensions given in Eqs. (5.19), (5.43), (5.45), (5.56), and (5.58). The cancellation of the different logarithmic dependence in the hard, jet, and soft functions for the three color structures T 1 · T 2 , T 1 · T 3 , and T 2 · T 3 , now happens as follows, 0 = − ln t µ 2 + ln
The ln(Q i ξ/µ 2 ) terms are supplied by the jet functions. Note that this cancellation crucially relies on a consistent power expansion in λ t , as in Eqs. (4.8) and (4.11), which implies s 13 ≡ xQ 2 = Q 1 Q 3ŝQ and s 23 ≡ (1 − x)Q 2 = Q 2 Q 3ŝQ , so Eq. (5.60) is satisfied exactly without requiring any further expansion.
VI. GENERALIZATION TO pp → N JETS
In Secs. IV and V, we have applied our new effective theory SCET + to the simple case of e + e − → 3 jets. This allowed us to discuss in detail how SCET + is applied to derive the factorized cross section, and to obtain all its ingredients at NLO. In this section, we extend our discussion to the general case of pp → N jets plus additional leptons relevant for the LHC. In particular this requires adding hadrons to the initial state, as well as generalizing to more final state jets and the resulting more complicated color structure.
The key ingredients needed to derive the factorization theorem are the same here as in our 3-jet example in Sec. IV: We have to define a consistent power counting, determine the relevant operators, and show the factorization of the measurement function. Many aspects in this discussion are completely analogous to the 3-jet case, so we will focus on those where the extension to more jets is nontrivial, which are the kinematic dependence and the color structure.
A. Kinematics and Power Counting
For our observable we again use N -jettiness defined in Eq. (4.1). The two beams are included using two reference momenta q a and q b , which correspond to the momenta of the incoming partons, and the corresponding dimensionless reference vectorsq a,b = q a,b /Q a,b , which determined the separation between the beam and jet regions (see Refs. [6, 7] for more details). We will consider the cross section differential in the N -jettiness contributions T a , T b , T 1 , . . . , T N , where T a,b measure the contribution from the beam regions. In addition we measure the small dijet invariant mass t and the energy ratio z = E 1 /(E 1 + E 2 ) for the two nearby jets.
As before, we label jets 1 and 2 as the two nearby jets, and consider the limit in Eq. (2.12), with all jet energies parametrically of the same size, such that we have
(To have a manageable notation, we specify 1 and 2 to be two final-state jets. The case where jet 1 is close to a beam, such that s 1a = 2q 1 · q a ≪ s ij is completely analogous and does not involve additional complications.) The power expansion in λ 2 t = t/Q 2 is again defined by choosing a common reference vectorq t for jets 1 and 2, as in Eq. (4.8). This giveŝ
for each jet i = 1, 2, which generalizesŝ Q from the 3-jet case. The corresponding dijet invariant masses in the SCET above √ t are then given by
which we can also express as
For the geometric measure, Q i = E i , we have x = z as before.
The factorization of the measurement function follows the same logic as in the 3-jet case. By taking the collinear, csoft, and usoft limits of the full Njettiness measurement function, we obtain the generalizations of the measurement functions in the 3-jet case. The collinear and csoft measurement functions are not affected by the presence of additional jets and so are unchanged from the 3-jet case. The generalization of the usoft measurement function for the N -jet case is given by 
The reference vectorsq i for i = 1, 2 can now have a nonzero component in the transverse plane, and can therefore have φ t dependence. This implies that the jet regions for jets 1 and 2 are in general not symmetric (unlike the 3-jet case, where they were symmetric up to power corrections in t/Q 2 ).
B. Factorization
The hard factorization in SCET + proceeds through the same basic steps as for the 3-jet case. We first match from QCD to SCET at the hard scale Q,
7) where M QCD (2 → N − 1) is the 2 → N − 1 QCD amplitude for the process we are interested in, and O N −1 is the corresponding 2 → N − 1-jet operator in SCET, discussed below. We will again use κ to denote the dependence on a specific partonic channel when needed, but to simplify the notation, we mostly suppress the label κ in what follows. As before, the bare loop diagrams of O N −1 vanish in pure dimensional regularization, so including counterterms the renormalized matrix element of O N −1 equals the tree-level result plus pure 1/ǫ IR divergences which precisely cancel against the IR divergences in the QCD amplitude. Therefore, to all orders in perturbation theory, C N −1 is given by the finite parts of M QCD (2 → N − 1).
The operator O N −1 in the matching in Eq. (6.7) has the form
We let C ni denote a (usoft-decoupled) gauge-invariant collinear field in the n i direction, which can be a collinear quark, antiquark, or gluon, and Γ represents the spin structure connecting the different fields together. In general there are many such structures possible, so Eq. (6.8) really represents a set of operators. As before, jets 1 and 2 are described by a single collinear field C nt in the n t direction, C na and C n b are the fields for the incoming partons, and C n3 to C nN are the fields for the outgoing partons that initiate the remaining final-state jets for i 
where α i is the color index of the ith external particle. The product of all usoft Wilson lines in Eq. (6.8) is a matrix in the same color space,
The vertical bar separates the column indices (on the left) and row indices (on the right) of the matrix. The color charges T A k act in the external color space as
where the three lines are for the kth particle being an outgoing quark or incoming antiquark, an incoming quark or outgoing antiquark, or a gluon, respectively. The products
are matrices in color space. From Eq. (6.11) it is clear that T i for different i commute.
In the next step we match from SCET to SCET + at the scale √ t. From the construction of the effective theory in Sec. III, it should be clear that the relevant operator in SCET + is constructed out of N + 2 collinear fields, for the two incoming and N outgoing partons in the hard interaction, csoft fields that interact with the collinear fields in directions 1 and 2, and usoft fields that interact with all collinear degrees of freedom. The 2 → N -jet operator in SCET + , O + N , is obtained from Eq. (6.8) by the analogous replacement as in Eq. (3.33),
In the second line we performed the csoft decoupling Eq. (3.25), which produces the csoft Wilson lines X n1 and X n2 (dropping the superscripts that distinguish the fields before and after the field redefinition). The color generator T t is contracted with the color indices of the daughter fields as shown in the first line of Eq. (6.12). From the product of csoft Wilson lines we define 14) where the product of all collinear fields is a row vector in (N + 2)-parton color space. We have grouped the different factors in square brackets belonging to different sectors, which do not interact with one another through the leading-order SCET + Lagrangian in Sec. III. The matching from SCET to SCET + takes the form
Since O N −1 and O + N are both vectors in color space, in principle C + could be a matrix in color space. However, since the different sectors in both SCET and SCET + are explicitly decoupled, the matching coefficient C + is actually determined by the 1 → 2 matching in Eq. (6.12)
In other words, C + ≡ C κ + is universal and only depends on the specific 1 → 2 splitting channel q → qg, g → gg, or g → qq. In Appendix A, we use reparameterization invariance to show that C + depends only on t, x, and the azimuthal angle of the splitting.
Using the same arguments as in Sec. V A, we can relate C + to the collinear limit of the 2 → N QCD amplitude. Since the matching onto O N −1 in Eq. (6.7) is independent of the external state, we have
where M QCD (2 → N )| t≪sij is the 2 → N QCD amplitude expanded in the collinear limit of partons 1 and 2 becoming close, and in the second step we used Eq. (6.15).
The loop diagrams of O + N again vanish in pure dimensional regularization, so the product C N −1 C + is given by the IR-finite part of M QCD (2 → N )| t≪sij . On the other hand, as we saw above, C N −1 contains the IR-finite parts of M QCD (2 → N − 1). Therefore,
18) It is well-known that the N -point QCD amplitudes in the collinear limit t ≪ s ij factorize into (N − 1)-point amplitudes times universal splitting amplitudes [36] [37] [38] [39] [40] [41] . Just like the IR-finite parts of the full amplitude determine the hard matching coefficient, it follows from Eq. (6.18) that the same is true for the splitting amplitudes: The IR-finite parts of the splitting amplitudes directly determine the matching coefficients C + for the different partonic channels. Taking the square of the one-loop results for the q → qg splitting amplitudes from Ref. [38] and summing over helicities reproduces the expression for H + in Eq. (5.11). In the same way, the one-loop results for C + for the other splitting channels can be obtained.
The cross section in SCET + is obtained from the forward matrix element of O + N in Eq. (6.14) with the measurement function inserted,
Using the factorization of the measurement together with that of the operator, the matrix element factorizes into independent collinear, csoft, and usoft matrix elements. The collinear matrix elements produce N jet functions and two beam functions, which are all diagonal in color and contribute a factor of 1 = i δ αiβi . The remaining soft matrix element is given by
where we explicitly wrote out the color indices in the product of csoft and usoft Wilson lines. From Eq. (6.13) we know that X is diagonal in color except for the 1, 2, t subspace, so the product X † X has only two nontrivial color indices β ′ t |α ′ t . The only object we can form from these is δ β ′ t α ′ t , which implies that the csoft matrix element is entirely color diagonal,
The csoft function S + is the same as in the 3-jet case,
where we restored the proper time-ordering, the trace is over color indices, and the color normalization constant, c κ , is such that at tree level
+ is universal and only depends on the color representations of the partons 1, 2, t involved in the 1 → 2 splitting. The explicit form for q t → q 1 g 2 was given in Eq. (4.36). Using Eq. (6.21) in Eq. (6.20) , the remaining usoft matrix element yields the usoft function
which is a matrix in N + 1-parton color space, and the color normalization factor, c κ N −1 , is such that at tree level
Having discussed the color structure, assembling the full factorization theorem for the N -jet case now follows the usual steps. For the cross section differential in the T i , the small dijet invariant mass t, and the energy fraction z, we find
Here we have included the possibility for the hadronic system to recoil against a color-singlet final state with total momentum q and internal phase space Φ L (q). This allows us, for example, to describe W/Z + jets at the LHC. The massless N -jet phase space for the N finalstate jets is denoted as Φ N ({q i }). The incoming momenta q a,b are given by q a,b = x a,b E cm (1, ±ẑ)/2, where E cm is the total hadronic center-of-mass energy,ẑ points along the beam axis, and x a,b are the light-cone momentum fractions of the colliding hard partons. The restriction M N enforces any phase space cuts on the final state, such as requiring that the jets be energetic and only one dijet invariant mass be small. The sum over κ again runs over all relevant partonic channels. The jet functions, J κi , and beam functions, B κ a,b , arise from the collinear matrix elements as described above. The beam functions depend on the momentum fractions x a,b and describe the collinear initial-state radiation of the incoming hard partons [3, 42] , whereas the jet functions describe collinear final-state radiation of the outgoing hard partons and are the same as in the 3-jet case.
Since each of the ingredients in Eq. (6.24) only depends on a single scale, the standard RG procedure can now be followed to resum the large logarithms in the cross section, by evaluating each function at its natural scale and then evolving all functions to a common scale µ. The solutions to the RG equations are straightforward generalizations of the explicit results presented for the case of e + e − → 3 jets in Sec. VII.
C. Consistency
Having derived the factorization theorem for pp → N jets, we now discuss its renormalization group consistency. We already know the structure of the anomalous dimensions of the new objects C + and S + from Sec. V D. Nevertheless, it is instructive to see how they fit together with the anomalous dimensions of C N −1 and S N −1 including the more complicated color structure now.
We will follow the same logic in our discussion here as in Sec. V D. Our starting point is the factorized pp → Njet cross section for N -jettiness in SCET given in Ref. [7] , which has the form
We then argue that the combined anomalous dimensions of C + C N −1 and S + S N −1 must reproduce those of C N and S N in the limit t ≪ s ij . Using this, we rederive the general form of the anomalous dimensions for C + and S + , reproducing those found in Sec. V D.
Consistency of the Hard Functions to Determine γC +
The Wilson coefficient C N in Eq. (6.25) is obtained from (6.26) and given by the IR-finite terms of M QCD (2 → N ), since as before the loop corrections to the bare matrix element of O N vanish in pure dimensional regularization. Thus, from Eq. (6.17) and the discussion below it, it follows that
(6.27) Note that C N and C N −1 are vectors in the color space of 2 + N and 2 + N − 1 external partons, respectively. We can write this with explicit color indices as
(6.28)
Taking the derivative with respect µ and using
we get 30) where T † t T t = 1 C t , with C t determined by the parent parton splitting to 1 and 2, C q = Cq = C F and C g = C A . Since C + is a scalar function and does not know about the color space, the difference between the anomalous dimensions in the second equation must be proportional to the color identity.
The µ-dependence of γ CN (µ) has the all-order structure [33, 34, [43] [44] [45] 
where ∆ ij = 1 if both i and j are incoming or outgoing and ∆ ij = 0 otherwise; s ij is always positive. We do not make additional assumptions about the all-order structure of the noncusp term γ CN [α s ], which can in general be a matrix in color space. Beyond two loops and for four or more external directions it can also depend on the s ij through conformal cross ratios of the form s ij s kl /s ik s jl [44, 45] . Hence, we can write γ CN−1 as
(6.32)
Using Eqs. (6.3) and (6.4) to expand in the limit t ≪ s ij , we find
where we have used the identity i =1,2 T i = −(T 1 + T 2 ) and the following relations 34) to write the contribution of γ CN entirely in 2 + N − 1 parton color space. Equation (6.34) generalizes Eq. (5.44) to the N -jet case. Taking the difference of Eqs. (6.33) and (6.32), we obtain the result for γ C+ valid to all orders in perturbation theory,
Here we have used that the difference of the noncusp terms in the collinear limit must be diagonal in color to all orders since as above in Eq. (6.30) γ C+ [α s ] must be color diagonal,
This condition provides a nontrivial constraint on the collinear limit of γ CN and is equivalent to what was used in Refs. [34, 43] in deriving constraints on the form of γ CN beyond two loops. (It cannot be spoiled by conformal cross ratios appearing in γ CN , which would require at least four distinct momenta and thus cannot be reduced to functions of t and x only.) To see that Eq. (6.35) agrees with the result for γ C+ in Eq. (5.45), we note that in the three-parton color space used in Eq. (5.45) we have T 3 = −(T 1 + T 2 ). Equivalently, we can write the color factors in Eq. (6.35) in the external N + 2 color space using the inverse of Eq. (6.34), which amounts to the replacements
With these replacements, Eq. (6.35) agrees with the anomalous dimensions of the splitting amplitudes given in Ref. [34] . Note that γ C+ in N + 2 parton color space is not color diagonal but essentially proportional to T t T † t . Working in the N + 1 parton color space has the advantage that γ C+ is manifestly color diagonal as in Eq. (6.35).
Consistency of the Soft Functions to Determine γS +
The cross section for pp → N jets in SCET + must reproduce the corresponding cross section in SCET expanded in the limit t ≪ s ij . Since the product of hard matching coefficients in SCET + , C + C N −1 reproduces C N in SCET, as we saw in the previous section, and the beam and jet functions are the same in both theories, the soft functions must satisfy (6.38) which is the N -jet generalization of Eq. (5.47). Taking the derivative with respect to µ and using the known evolution equations for S N in SCET from Ref. [7] , we find
The T † t γ SN T t projects the anomalous dimension of S N on the 2 + N − 1 parton color space. Similar to what we saw for C + , the difference on the right-hand side of the second equation must be color diagonal, since S + knows nothing about the larger color space.
We can now use the all orders form of the N -jettiness soft anomalous dimension derived in Ref. [7] , 40) to determine γ SN in the limitŝ t ≪ŝ ij , which corresponds to settingŝ 1i =ŝ 2i =ŝ Qi [see Eq. (6.2)]. It is then straightforward to extract the anomalous dimension of S + using Eq. (6.39). We obtain
This result agrees with Eq. (5.58) for e + e − → 3 jets as it must since the csoft function is universal for a given splitting channel.
To arrive at Eq. (6.41), we have used that the difference of the noncusp terms in γ SN and γ SN−1 in the collinear limit must be color diagonal because γ S+ is, i.e.,
This condition is equivalent to Eq. (6.36), since γ SN and γ CN are related by consistency. We have also used the relations in Eq. (6.34) to rewrite the different color structures appearing in γ SN . The terms proportional to T 1 · T 2 in γ SN directly give the terms proportional to (T
2 )/2 in the first line of Eq. (6.41). The terms in γ SN involving neither T 1 nor T 2 immediately cancel with the corresponding ones in γ SN−1 . The nontrivial terms in γ SN are those proportional to T 1 · T i and T 2 · T i with i = 1, 2, which we can rewrite as
After projecting (T 1 +T 2 )·T i → T t ·T i , the first two lines on the right-hand side cancel against γ SN−1 . To see this first note that as in the 3-jet case, our S N −1 (k 1 , k 2 , . . .) is related to the usual S N −1 (k t , . . .) from Ref. [7] by projecting onto k t = k 1 + k 2 . To determine how the k t measurement is split between jets 1 and 2 notice that for general N , S N −1 (k 1 , k 2 , . . .) is no longer symmetric under k 1 ↔ k 2 , because the boundary to the ith jet region can be different for jet regions 1 and 2. However, the fact that the anomalous dimension of S + must be color diagonal requires that the first line on the righthand side cancels against γ SN−1 . This tells us that the contribution to the anomalous dimension of
in our case, just as for γ S2 in Eq. (5.56). 4 Finally, since the last line on the right-hand side of Eq. (6.43) has no dependence on i other than T i itself, we can sum over i using i =1,2 T i = −(T 1 + T 2 ). This yields the term proportional to T 
VII. NUMERICAL RESULTS
In this section we present some numerical results for our example of e + e − → 3 jets. For simplicity, we project onto the total 3-jettiness of the event [see Eq. (4.3)],
Just as thrust characterizes how 2-jet-like an event is, the total N -jettiness of an event characterizes how N -jet-like an event is, and can be used as a veto against additional jets. The factorized cross section for T is obtained from Eq. (4.35) by projecting onto T using Eq. (7.1), dσ dT dt dz (7.2)
4 To see that γ S N −1 must still be symmetric under k 1 ↔ k 2 , we can split up the phase space region associated to jets 1 and 2 into a φt(p) independent region enclosingq 1 andq 2 and the UV-finite difference to the boundaries of the ith jet region. In Ref. [7] it was demonstrated at one loop that the UV divergences associated with jet regions i and j only arise from i,j hemispheres, whereas the contributions depending on the boundary with the remaining jet directions are UV finite and do not affect the anomalous dimension.
The different hard, jet, and soft functions were discussed in detail in Sec. V. They are renormalized objects, and in the cross section must all be evaluated at the same scale µ. To resum the large logarithms in Eq. (7.2) we have to evaluate each function at a scale where its perturbative series does not involve large logarithms and then RG evolve all functions to the common scale µ,
3)
The evolution kernels U X for each function in Eq. (7.3) are given in Appendix C. After RG evolving the hard, jet, and soft functions, we obtain a distribution with all large logarithms of T and m jj resummed. We are interested in the distribution in m jj , for which we integrate the cross section over T and z, 4) where the factor of 2m jj is the Jacobian from changing variables from t = m 2 jj to m jj , and we suppress the dependence of dσ/dm jj on T cut and z cut . For our numerical analysis, we choose Q = 500 GeV , T cut = 10 GeV , z cut = 1 3 .
The Q i are given in terms of z and t in Eq. (4.17). For this z cut , the ratio of nearby jet energies ranges between 0.5 and 2. For T cut = 10 GeV the two nearby jets have a typical jet mass of 35 GeV. In terms of m jj and T cut , the scales for the different functions in Eq. (7.3) have the scaling
The simultaneous resummation of logarithms of T cut and m jj is challenging because the hierarchy between the scales depends on several kinematic variables. At large m jj we are in the kinematic region of 3 equally separated jets. In this 3-jet limit, power corrections in m 2 jj /Q 2 become important and the resummation in m jj must be turned off, which requires µ H+ ≃ µ H2 and µ S+ ≃ µ S2 . For any m jj we also have the requirement that µ H+ µ S+ ∼ µ J1 µ J2 . To satisfy these requirements we choose the scales as follows:
, (7.7)
The scales µ H , µ Ji , and µ S2 do not depend on m jj so we simply use their canonical scales in Eq. (7.6). The m jj -dependent scales µ H+ (m jj ) and µ S+ (m jj ) are given in terms of the profile function 8) such that they have a quadratic approach to µ H and µ S2 over the region m 1 < m jj < m 2 . Analogous profile functions have been used previously in different contexts [46] [47] [48] . We choose the parameters of µ run as
To get a measure of how important the resummation in m jj is, we will compare to results with the resummation in m jj turned off. This is achieved by setting 10) with µ H2 , µ Ji , µ S2 as in Eq. (7.7). Note that the distribution without resummation in m jj is what one would obtain from directly using SCET with 3 jet directions (up to the power corrections in t/Q 2 which we have not included).
The approach to the 2-jet region where the two nearby jets merge into a single large jet is more complicated. This happens for m jj < ∼ m j ∼ 35 GeV, i.e. when the dijet invariant mass becomes smaller than the individual jet masses. Here, µ H+ and µ S+ become equal to µ Ji and eventually µ S+ becomes larger than µ H+ . The 3-jet observables m jj and 3-jettiness are not meaningful anymore once the two close jets merge into each other. In addition, the proper theory would now be SCET with two collinear sectors. We leave a more detailed investigation of this transition to future work. For illustrative purposes, we will plot our results all the way down to m jj = 5 GeV, where µ H+ becomes equal to µ S2 . A detailed numerical study is beyond the scope of this work. Below, we will present results at next-to-leading logarithmic (NLL) order, which uses the one-loop noncusp and two-loop cusp anomalous dimensions in the running and tree-level matching, and at NLL ′ order, which combines the NLL running with the one-loop matching corrections. It is straightforward to extend our results to next-to-next-to-leading logarithmic (NNLL) order. To obtain a rough estimate of the perturbative uncertainties we vary µ H2 , µ Ji , µ S2 by factors of two. By varying µ H2 and µ S2 we automatically let µ H+ and µ S+ vary accordingly. This tends to give the largest effect in the variation of µ H+ and µ S+ , whereas varying the parameters in µ run within reasonable ranges has smaller effects. We then take the envelope from varying each of µ H2 , µ J1 , µ J2 , µ J3 , µ S2 individually while keeping the other scales fixed and in addition from varying all of them up and down at the same time. The largest variation mostly comes from the individual variations of µ S2 and the gluon jet scale.
In Fig. 5 , we plot the NLL and NLL ′ distributions from Eq. (7.4) for our default scale choices. The distribution is stable in going from NLL to NLL ′ , with the expected reduction in the scale uncertainties. The ninja region, which has the hierarchy of scales shown in Fig. 1(b) , corresponds to the region to the right of the dotted line in the plot. For smaller m jj we enter the 2-jet region where our expansion breaks down. For m jj > ∼ 150 GeV we enter the 3-jet region where power corrections of order m jj /Q become important.
In Fig. 5 we also compare our resummed predictions to the distribution obtained from Pythia8 [49] . To make the distribution in Pythia, we simulated e + e − →events and determined the reference momenta q i from the first hard emission. For simplicity we use this as an approximate alternative instead of determining theq i by fully minimizing the 3-jettiness for each event. (We found that using a jet algorithm to determine the reference momenta introduces a significant bias as the nearby jets get close to each other and the events become more 2-jet-like. In this limit, jet algorithms tend to merge nearby clusters of high energy into a single jet [50] , and hence become unsuitable to determine theq i .) Pythia resums the kinematic logarithms of m jj in the parton shower, which is formally correct at leading-logarithmic order, but also includes various other effects that contribute at NLL. We see that the Pythia distribution agrees well with both the NLL and NLL ′ distributions even down to m jj ∼ 25 GeV. Note that Pythia is producing exclusive samples of events and does not report any systematic uncertainties. This makes it challenging to interpret the theory uncertainties in the distributions generated by the Monte Carlo. Even though the NLL and NLL ′ distributions are more accurate than the parton shower, since Pythia contains many NLL effects it is reasonable to take the uncertainty band of the NLL curve as a proxy for the systematic uncertainties in the Pythia distribution in the range of m jj where we trust our calculation.
In the left panel of Fig. 6 , we compare the NLL ′ distribution including the resummation in m jj to the NLL ′ and NLL distributions without m jj resummation. In the right panel we show the same results in terms of the percent difference from the central NLL ′ curve with m jj resummation. We see that for m jj < ∼ 75 GeV the resummation in m jj becomes important, where the results without m jj resummation become unstable due to the presence of unresummed ln(m jj /Q).
VIII. CONCLUSIONS
In this paper we have constructed a new effective field theory, SCET + , which can describe exclusive multijet events at the LHC where the kinematic configuration of final-state jets give rise to a hierarchy of scales. We focused on the case where the dijet invariant mass m jj of a pair of jets is much smaller than all other dijet invariant masses, which are of order the total center-of-mass energy Q. This results in the presence of three separated scales m ≪ m jj ≪ Q, where m is the typical jet mass. We have shown that using SCET + we can simultaneously and systematically resum the logarithms of both the individual jet mass, ln(m/Q), as well as the dijet mass, ln(m jj /Q), to higher orders in perturbation theory, which has a wide range of applications.
Separating the additional kinematic scales that arise requires a successive hard matching from QCD onto SCET with N − 1 jet directions and then onto SCET + with N jet directions. The matching from SCET onto SCET + introduces a new hard matching coefficient, C + , which encodes the splitting to two nearby jets, is universal for a given splitting channel, and depends only on the scale m jj to all orders in perturbation theory. We showed that it is given by the finite parts of the known universal splitting amplitudes of QCD in the collinear limit.
SCET + is an extension of SCET with an additional csoft mode that has virtuality m 4 /m 2 jj and is necessary to describe the soft radiation between the nearby jets. The usoft modes of SCET have virtuality m 4 /Q 2 and therefore cannot resolve the two nearby jets. Thus, SCET + is required to properly separate the physics between these two scales. We constructed the Lagrangian of SCET + and showed how to decouple the collinear, csoft, and usoft interactions. We discussed the structure of gauge invariance in SCET + and used this to construct gauge invariant N -jet operators, which require new csoft Wilson lines. The factorization of the csoft and usoft interactions leads to the factorization of the regular soft function into a new universal csoft function, S + , and a usoft function.
As an example of our new effective theory, we derived the factorization for the dijet invariant mass spectrum of e + e − → 3 jets, using N -jettiness to define the jets. We determined all contributions to the factorized cross section at NLO and derived the form of the anomalous dimensions of C + and S + to all orders in perturbation theory. We also extended our factorization theorem to pp → N jets plus leptons, discussing in detail the kinematic scales that appear and the nontrivial color structure for N jets. We demonstrated that the new ingredients, C + and S + , are color diagonal and independent of the number of additional jets in the process.
We gave explicit numerical results for the example of e + e − → 3 jets using 3-jettiness, T , resumming both the jet-mass logarithms of T /Q and the kinematic logarithms of m jj /Q to NLL'. We found that the resummation of m jj is important over a wide range. Our results show good agreement with Pythia, which resums the kinematic logarithms of m jj at leading order.
SCET + has a wide range of applications, and expands our ability to make accurate theoretical predictions relevant for jet-based new-physics searches at the LHC. This includes cases where dijet invariant masses lead to a natural scale hierarchy, ranging from the study of jet substructure to improving parton-shower programs, which are currently the only tool available to resum logarithms of kinematic scales in exclusive jet cross sections. Function We have argued that the matching coefficient C + (t, z, µ), which arises from matching SCET to SCET + , can only depend on the scale t, which is the scale where the matching is performed. In Sec. V A we have seen that at NLO C + contains only on a single dimensionful scale t. In this appendix, we prove that this holds to all orders in perturbation theory. In Sec. VI we argued that for a given parton channel (q → qg, g → gg, or g → qq)
the matching coefficient C + is a universal function, and our arguments here apply to all splitting channels. The main tool we use is RPI [20] . RPI restores the symmetry that is broken by choosing a particular basis of light-cone coordinates to label the collinear fields. For example, by choosing specific light-cone vectors n andn to define the 2-jet operator O 2 , we have picked out a specific direction in an equivalence class of directions close to the jet directions that would all give the same results. RPI transformations correspond to reparameterizing to a different light-cone basis within the equivalence class, and invariance under such reparametrizations effectively restores the broken symmetry. In Ref. [19] , RPI has been used in a similar way to what we follow here to understand the matching between operators with different multiplicities in SCET.
There are three types of RPI transformations for each pair of basis vectors {n,n}. For our argument in this section we are only concerned with what is known as RPI-III, under which each direction n and its conjugate directionn transform as 
As discussed in Ref. [22] , the hard matching onto an Njet operator in SCET is RPI invariant,
where ω i =n i · q i , and we ignore the color structure as it is irrelevant for this discussion. Since the operator O N is built out of gauge-invariant quark and gluon jet fields with given label momenta, χ n,ω = δ(ω −n · P n )χ n , B µ n,ω⊥ = δ(ω −n · P n )B t . In the SCET above the matching scale t = s 12 , the final states with momenta q 1 and q 2 are described by the same n t collinear sector with scaling Q(λ with q 1 and q 2 are described by two separate collinear sectors. The matching then takes the schematic form [see Eq. (6.15) ]
where in pure dimensional regularization, C + is given by the IR-finite terms in the matrix element N |O N −1 |2 . After performing the BPS field redefinition, the matrix element can be factorized as
where Y N −1 stands for the product of N − 1 usoft Wilson lines. Since a separate RPI exists for each collinear sector, each collinear matrix element 1|C ni |0 must separately be RPI-III invariant. However, the only objects that each collinear matrix element can depend on are
The only RPI-III invariant scale that we can define from these objects is q 2 i = 0. Therefore, the loop corrections to the collinear matrix elements are scaleless and hence zero in pure dim reg. A similar argument goes through for the usoft matrix element 0|Y N −1 |0 . This is of course the familiar result that the virtual loop corrections to jet and soft functions vanish in pure dimensional regularization.
If we apply a similar argument to the n t collinear matrix element 2|C nt |0 , we do not find that it vanishes in pure dimensional regularization. Since there are two particles in the final state, the set of objects that the matrix element can depend on is 
What RPI-III invariant, dimensionful parameters can be constructed out of these? While there are many choices, they fall into three categories: {q 2 1,2 = 0, q 1 · q 2 , n i · q 1,2 n i · q 1,2 } , i = 1, 2, t . (A9) We now argue that all of the nonzero scales are the same order as t = 2q 1 · q 2 . To understand this scaling, note that all objects in Eq. (A8) can be constructed from the components of q = 0 leaves only 6 independent variables in the components of q 1 , q 2 , and q t . We can choose these 6 variables to be t, the energy E t = E 1 + E 2 , the energy fraction z = E 1 /E t , where we are working in the regime where z is not near 0 or 1, i.e., parametrically E 1 /E 2 ∼ 1. The last three variables are three angles. One is the azimuthal angle of the 1 → 2 splitting, while the other two are trivial and merely specify the coordinate system. The dependence on the azimuthal angle is determined by the spin structure and therefore only appears as an overall dependence.
In principle, there are two scales, t and E t , which the objects in Eq. (A9) can depend on, and t ≪ E under RPI-III. The analogous result also holds for the zero-bin measurement function. The csoft function therefore transforms as S + → e −2α S + . We can see this scaling in the RPI transformation of the tree level result
which is simply the statement that the S + has mass dimension −2 and therefore has an overall scaling factor of 1/(k 1 k 2 ) at all orders in perturbation theory multiplying a RPI-III invariant function with nontrivial k 1,2 and µ dependence. The convolution measure dk 1 dk 2 has a compensating e 2α dependence and therefore the combination dk 1 dk 2 S + (k 1 , k 2 , µ) is RPI-III invariant. It is useful to rescale the measure to factor out this 1/(k 1 k 2 ) scaling from the csoft function, which effectively changes the measurement function to an RPI-III invariant measurement,
and similarly for the zero-bin measurement function. This allows us to write the csoft function in an RPI-III invariant form, while the combination dk 1 dk 2 /(k 1 k 2 ) S + is unchanged. We can now consider all RPI-III invariant scales that arise in the rescaled csoft function. This method of changing the convolution variable to write the delta function in an RPI-III invariant form is analogous to the method used in Ref. [22] to analyze the RPI transformation properties in the hard matching onto SCET. The only RPI-III invariant dimension-one combinations that we can construct in the rescaled csoft function are
where i, j ∈ {1, 2, t}, and recall thatŝ ij = 2q i ·q j . Additionally, we can form the dimensionless RPI-III invariantŝ qt ·q i andŝ ij /ŝ ik , but these are order 1, and so we can ignore them. Since all of theŝ ij are of orderŝ t = 2q 1 ·q 2 , this shows that the only parametric scales that the csoft function depends on are k 1,2 / √ŝ t , as advertised. The scale dependence of the usoft function S N −1 can be constrained using analogous arguments. The usoft function depends on the N + 2 measurements k a , k b , k 1 , . . . , k N and the N + 1 directionŝ q a ,q b ,q t ,q 3 , . . .q N . Note that all of these directions are well separated, so that anyŝ ij = 2q i ·q j ∼ 1. Additionally, in the k 1 and k 2 measurement functions the jet boundaries depend on the orientation of the nearby jets relative to the rest of the event, which is parameterized by an angle φ t . Since this angle is parametrically order 1, we need not consider its dependence.
The RPI-III transformation properties are more intricate now, as there are N + 1 separate collinear sectors contributing usoft Wilson, each of which can in principle have a separate RPI-III transformation parameter α i . The jet boundaries are not invariant under arbitrary RPI-III transformations, since the measurement contains comparisons of the form
which do not have simple transformation properties underq i → e αiq i andq j → e αjq j . However, the usoft function has simple transformation properties under a restricted set of RPI-III transformations with all α i set equal, so that allq i transform aŝ
We call this a global RPI-III transformation, since it universally affects all collinear sectors. Note that in S N −1 there are non directions to consider, since they do not enter in the Wilson lines or the measurement function. Under a global RPI-III transformation, the jet boundaries are invariant, and the measurement function has a simple transformation property: (B9) The rescaled usoft function is now invariant under global RPI-III. To determine its kinematic dependence, we construct all global RPI-III invariant dimension-one combinations, which are
for all i ∈ a, b, 1, 2, . . . , N and j, k ∈ a, b, t, . . . , N with j = k. Unlike the S + function, there is non i dependence in S N −1 . The only dimensionless RPI-III invariant combinations of theq i that we can construct are the ratioŝ s ij /ŝ kl , which are all order 1 and can again be ignored. We can further restrict the set in Eq. (B10) using the fact that in the rescaled function, each k i only appears in the measurement function and always comes withq i in the combinationq Therefore, the only scales that the soft function can depend on to all orders in perturbation theory are those in Eq. (B11). Since all of theŝ ij ∼ŝ Q , these scales are all of the same parametric order.
where X ≡ 1 + α s (µ 0 )β 0 ln(µ/µ 0 )/(2π). The coefficients of the beta function [54, 55] and cusp anomalous dimension [32] 
